
Unsolicited Advice 

 By Amy B. Moreno 

 

 

Before the starting whistle, the private becomes public 

The subject  

of personalised, targeted, adverts 

A glowing woman holds a tiny smiling baton 

And passes it to you, 

then the brand new  

apps,  

ping! 

updating progress by fruit sizes 

Midwife, bloggers, neighbours: all advisors 

Influencing, patting, sharing 

Comes from all sides, at times conflicting 

A goalie batting off shots from four opposing teams 

We shoulder it, straining at the seams 

Tilt the pelvis forward, with a sideways gait 

Count and wait 

Checks and balances: are you too heavy or not gaining enough? 

Have you avoided this but not denied yourself? 

Do exercise, but not a lot 

Take a self-care bath, but mind it’s not too hot 

Stand far back from the ironing board 

Don’t reach up high, it can twist the cord 

Don’t cross your legs or observe a solar eclipse  

Sleep with a pillow under your hips 

I don’t think working night shift is a good idea 

Say yours prayers to Santa María 

Eat pineapple if you do overdue 

Look, you could buy this half-price Bugaboo 

It’s a one-woman race; which no one can win 

No ‘perfect arrival’ of blood, pain, torn skin 

A package sits in a car seat, motor hums its white noise tune 

Then snug in a homely milky cocoon;  

Apparitions gift advice and anecdata 

A lactation consultant charges pro-rata 

Attachment, traditional, or crunchy styles? 

Enquiries between tumbling muslins in printed piles 

Has she used photo filters to pose with a change bag? 

I push through the moving goal posts and displaced jetlag 

No, I can’t leave him in the pram at the bottom of the garden,  

She’d say it did her kids no harm, though, I’d bargain  

Passed from team players: minder, father, mother 

Handovers at half-time, to one to another  

Toddling within a radius of two feet 



Which itch to jump hopscotch along my timesheet 

But the times we’re in underscore 

Their chubby soles and sticky fingers - stay indoors  

No more “Away and play ootside” 

Accounted for and supervised 

Is that OK?  Is there really another option? 

In these days of traffic, pollution, post-modern caution? 

Wait - is this shampoo a toxin? 

Questions chap at the front door, often 

Beside the health visitor questionnaire which sits, half filled-in  

But parenting can’t be perfect, and neither are children 

Note down the advice for historical, comical, preservation  

And admit our limitations 

So, most days, yes, we’ll do our best 

But just do enough on the rest 

Perfection isn’t real, some days enough will suffice  

And that’s my contribution to unsolicited advice 

 


